
It’s time .....

by the time ...
By the time we act on global warming, it’ll be too late. LEARN THIS ONE FIRST!

By the time we get there, the train will have left! sometime BEFORE

the first/last time The first/last time I saw Richard he was very happy.

on

time

In business, it’s important to be on time for appointments. punctual/AT the right time

in Fortunately, we arrived at the airport in time to catch our plane. the plane hadn’t yet left

just in The plane went into a dive, but the pilot managed to regain control just in time

behind We must get a move on; we’re falling behind time. getting late

out of The teacher told us to stop writing; we were out of time. we have no more time

to make It’s essential for busy fathers to make time to play with their small children.

to save We can save time by hiring a consultant.

to lose Leave that; we’ve lost enough time already. we’re falling behind schedule

to kill I killed time during the flight delay by playing “Clash of Clans” on my smartphone.

to spare I’d like to do an evening course at the art school, but I can’t spare the time.

to  waste Voting for that party  is a waste of time.

a waste of Trying to learn Hungarian is a waste of time; nobody speaks it except in Hungary!.

Once upon a Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess .... in fairy stories

a race against With global warming, humanity is in a race against time.

all in good Be patient; success will come all in good time. eventually

a matter of It’s only a matter of time before serious flooding starts. it’s inevitable sometime

the test of The internal combustion engine has stood the test of time. it is proven over time

a hard Stop giving him such a hard time! making him suffer

the time is ripe The time is ripe to diversify our products. now is the time, like ripe fruit

time on my hands I only have two lessons, so I have plenty of time on my hands. time to spare

no time to lose There’s no time to lose; we must get out of here.

time stood still As we watched the alien spaceship land in front of us, time seemed to stand still.

Time waits for no man! Hurry up! Time waits for no man!

the time of our life The party was great: we had the time of our life. (See “Dirty Dancing”)

time flies Doesn’t time fly when you’re having fun! you don’t notice passing time

no time like the present There’s no time like the present. Carpe Diem (Seize the Day)

behind the times My grandfather is old-fashioned: so behind the times that he hasn’t even got a mobile phone!

from time to time I have a whiskey from time to time, but I usually prefer wine. occasionally

the wrong place at the
wrong time

He was just in the wrong place at the wrong time; the gangsters were after someone else.

in one’s own time Don’t rush me; let me do this in my own time.

time will tell Only time will tell whether Man survives global warming.

no time for something Don’t tell me you have no time for homework; you have to MAKE time for it.

for the time being There’s nothing we can do for time being. for the moment


